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Oaktree Buys More Sour M&I Loans
Oaktree Capital has acquired $205.4 million of distressed 

mortgages from M&I Bank, the second batch it has bought this 
year from the Milwaukee lender.

The Los Angeles fund shop paid about 50 cents on the dollar 
for the 35 mortgages, backed by apartment, hotel, retail, office 
and other properties in multiple states. M&I’s advisor, Mission 
Capital, took bids in June. The sale closed last week.

The bulk of the loans are subperforming, nonperforming or 
in default. The largest is a $29.4 million delinquent loan on a 
hotel in Fitchburg, Mass. The portfolio also includes a defaulted 
$13.5 million loan on an office property in Winter Park, Fla., 
and a nonperforming $9.7 million mortgage on an industrial 
property in Phoenix.

Five performing loans make up 16% of the package. Among 
those is a $17 million note on an apartment property in La-
Grange, Ga., about 70 miles southwest of Atlanta.

Other loans in the portfolio are backed by properties in Cali-
fornia, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, North Carolina, Wisconsin 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

In March, Oaktree paid a roughly 50% discount for $252 
million of troubled M&I loans on properties in 13 states.

Like many regional banks, M&I found itself saddled with dis-
tressed mortgages in the wake of the real estate crash. At yearend, 
roughly $914 million of the bank’s $14 billion of commercial real 
estate loans were classified as nonperforming. The lender regu-
larly markets its distressed mortgages through Mission, which 
has sold roughly $3.4 billion of loans for the bank since 2007. 
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Citigroup has tapped Mihail Nikolov as head of commercial MBS trading in the secondary market, switching his focus from commercial real estate CDOs. Nikolov took over for previous co-heads Stephen Gargiulo, who now reports to Nikolov, and Warren Geiger, who le�  the bank last week. Meanwhile, Goldman Sachs hasn’t named a replacement for Matt Salem, who ran secondary CMBS trading until exiting the bank last week. His responsibilities are being handled by other traders for now. Both banks said the departures had nothing to do with 

Lending Hits Wall as Market Jitters Slam CMBSLending by securitization programs has virtually ground to a halt as commercial 
MBS spreads continue to blow out.While some CMBS shops are still o�  cially providing loan quotes, they o� en have 
raised the rates too high to be competitive. Few loans have actually closed in recent 
weeks, lenders said.� e fallout from the market reversal is likely to be signi� cant. � e origination 
slowdown will almost certainly cause the second-half issuance pipeline to thin out, 
with fewer and smaller transactions resulting. What’s more, if the pain continues, 
there is likely to be a shakeout among lenders, with new or smaller shops viewed as 
most vulnerable.

� e sector is being hammered by the same concerns that are sinking stocks and the 
broader � xed-income market: a teetering U.S. economy and looming European de-
faults. � e spread on the benchmark triple-A classes of new-issue CMBS transactions

See JITTERS on Page 12S&P Misstep Puts Heat on Adelson and JacobS&P’s controversial withdrawal from a commercial MBS o� ering last week has 
put senior managers Mark Adelson and David Jacob on the � ring line.

� e duo has had a rocky reign since being installed in 2008. S&P’s market share 
of CMBS transactions has plunged, and the agency is in the midst of its second ma-
jor backlash from CMBS participants. � at has le�  the � rm scrambling to come up 
with a plan to repair its battered image in the sector.Many industry participants think S&P needs to bring its rating criteria more in 
line with the other agencies and will therefore make a major adjustment. But as the 
main architect of the agency’s existing approach to CMBS, Adelson is unlikely to 
push for sweeping changes to a set of criteria that he views as simple and straight-
forward.

Some market pros are wondering whether Adelson and Jacob will survive the 
blowback from S&P’s abrupt withdrawal of its ratings on the $1.5 billion CMBS

See MISSTEP on Page 8BofA to Put $1.3 Billion Portfolio Up for SaleBank of America is poised to put $1.3 billion of mixed-quality loans on the block 
next week — adding a third massive portfolio to the secondary market.

With the timing of the move, BofA appears to be seeking to tap into investor in-
terest generated by the two other o� erings: a $9.7 billion portfolio owned by Anglo 

Irish Bank and $1.4 billion of loans being shopped by Bank of Ireland.
Many of the major high-yield investors have been amassing capital and team-

ing up to bid on the two portfolios, especially the Anglo Irish mortgages, which 
are backed by trophy commercial properties in New York, Boston and Washington. 
But market players expect a single bidder to land the entire Anglo Irish portfolio. 
Should that happen, the rest of the investors will be looking to deploy their capital 
elsewhere.

� e 41 loans in BofA’s portfolio have an average size of roughly $31 million. Most 
have ¢ oating rates and terms of 3-5 years. On average, they have about 12 monthsSee PORTFOLIO on Page 13


